USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10210.18

Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=BEGIN MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
CSO_Taal says:
::at science station::
Host Half-God says:
ACTION: THE USS GENEVA HAS LIFTED OFF THE ODDLY SHAPED PLANET AND IS ORBITING IT, THE CAPTAIN’S YACHT HAS JUST DOCKED.
TO_Usimov says:
::at Tactical::
EO_Chapu says:
:: walks from the Alpine Lounge, finishing his off time before getting back to duty ::
CO_Eden says:
::Steps onto the bridge from her ready room::
TO_Usimov says:
::checking weaponry and shields to be sure all are in working order::
Host Half-God says:
ACTION: INCOMING TRANSMISSION FROM STARFLEET COMMAND ON SECURED CHANNEL FOR CAPTAIN EDEN.
TO_Usimov says:
::nods to Captain Eden::
CNS_Bauer says:
::In quarters showering::
EO_Chapu says:
Computer:  :: reaches the TL; enters ::  Computer, Main Engineering.
CMO_Tunik says:
::in sickbay looking over his counterpart's work:: Self: Surprisingly impressive.
EO_Chapu says:
:: The TL quickly moves to Main Engineering ::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Steps out of shower and checks for messages and at his appointment schedule::
OPS_Cailand says:
::steps out of the TL and walks down the corridor to sickbay, not too quickly but not meandering either::
CNS_Bauer says:
SELF: I think I can still clear most of this if I can shuffle some things around.
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Captain, we are receiving a transmission.
CO_Eden says:
::Begins to settle down in her chair::
CSO_Taal says:
CO: I believe it is for you.
CO_Eden says:
CSO: Source?
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Starfleet Command.
OPS_Cailand says:
<OPS_Lashbrook> ::confirms it on his sensors, and then returns to his diagnostics, trying to catch up before Cailand returns to the bridge::
EO_Chapu says:
:: The TL stops and opens its doors;  he enters Main Engineering ::
CSO_Taal says:
CO: It's on a secure channel.
OPS_Cailand says:
::enters sickbay, stepping in with enough room for the doors to close behind her... no more...::
CO_Eden says:
::Stands and begins walking into her ready room again:: CSO: They've got great timing don't they?  Relay it to my ready room.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Begins sending out requests for rescheduling his day::
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Aye, captain.
CMO_Tunik says:
<MO Berlin> ::walks towards OPS:: OPS: How may I help you Lieutenant?
CSO_Taal says:
::reroutes transmission to captain's ready room::
CO_Eden says:
::Enters her office and sits down at her desk, activating the desktop console::
Host Adm_Crenshaw says:
ACTION: THE ADMIRAL APPEARS ON THE SCREEN, HE LOOKS WORRIED
CSO_Taal says:
::runs a diagnostic on the dorsal sensor array::
EO_Chapu says:
:: goes to each station, looking at each set of data and talking to the station's observer ::
CNS_Bauer says:
SELF: There that should work...... I hope.  ::Looks down to see Goliath standing by his leg::
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises an eyebrow:: MO: I need my prosthetic arm looked over before I return to duty. ::glances around, then looks back down to Berlin::
CO_Eden says:
COM: Crenshaw: Admiral.  Is something wrong sir?
Host Adm_Crenshaw says:
#COM: CO: Captain, I'll be prompt. Your current orders are suspended indefinitely. We need you in the Yak'Me cluster to investigate the disappearance of two cargo ships the SS Yukov and Minerva.
Host Adm_Crenshaw says:
#COM: CO: This cluster is bordering Cardassian territory but is under Federation jurisdiction. Starfleet Security has no information about unusual activity on either side of the border. The USS Pontiac will join you as soon as they delivered their passenger to destination.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Pats Goliath's head:: GOLIATH: Suppose you wanna eat, huh? Ok, just a minute.
CMO_Tunik says:
<MO Berlin> ::nods:: OPS: This must really be a pain. I'll take care of this. ::walks to grab medical tricorder::
OPS_Cailand says:
::doesn't respond, merely stands:: MO: have you ever realigned a prosthetic limb?
Host Adm_Crenshaw says:
#COM: CO: Captain, these ships were delivering needed medical supplies and other supplies to Cardassia under a relief plan. Obviously, telling you that finding what happened and preventing any repetition is fundamental to the establishment of peaceful and cordial relations with a democratic government on Cardassia.
Host Adm_Crenshaw says:
#COM: CO: All pertinent data is being transmitted to you now. Good luck Captain, the Council is counting on you…
CMO_Tunik says:
<MO Berlin> ::blinks:: OPS: I have not had much experience. However, I did once or twice during my time in Starfleet Medical.
CO_Eden says:
COM: Crenshaw: Understood sir.  We'll change our course to the Yak'Me Cluster immediately.
EO_Chapu says:
Supervising EO:  Ms. Stinger, how are things going here?
Host Adm_Crenshaw says:
ACTION: THE ADIMRAL SIGN OFF LEAVING CAPTAIN EDEN IN FRONT OF THE BLACK SCREEN WITH STARFLEET LOGO AND A MESSAGE CONFIRMING DATA TRANSMISSION
OPS_Cailand says:
::nods slightly:: MO: Perhaps Doctor Tunik should do it... I could instruct you, though..... That would be awkward.... ::doesn’t' want to sound.. mean.... but she'd prefer someone who has done it before, do it again....::
TO_Usimov says:
::checking all consoles to be sure everything is in working order::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Goes to a drawer and pulls out and puts on underwear, then to replicator::  COMPUTER: Goliath doggy stew - large, please.
CMO_Tunik says:
<MO Berlin> ::nods:: OPS: Oh... okay. ::walks to CMO's office:: CMO: Sir. Lieutenant Cailand has requested that you realign her prosthetic. She... doesn't feel comfortable with my ill experience.
CMO_Tunik says:
::blinks... understanding how Berlin must feel:: MO: Thank you Ms. Berlin. I will assist her. However, I will also inform her that you are an excellent medical officer. ::stands, walks around desk, exits office, and proceeds to the OPS officer::
EO_Chapu says:
<Supervising EO> EO:  Good, sir.  Repairs are almost complete here.
EO_Chapu says:
EO:  Good.  Inform me when your repairs are done.
XO_Shras says:
:: walks in the bridge ::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Places the newly replicated canine gourmet entrée` in Goliath's personal dining room.... in the corner by the potted tree by the bathroom door::
EO_Chapu says:
:: turns and walks to the next station ::
CMO_Tunik says:
OPS: You require my assistant.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Finishes getting dressed::
OPS_Cailand says:
::senses the emotions she caused in the medical officer and sighs inwardly.. She didn't mean it that way... grr....:: CMO: If you are not currently occupied. I need my prosthetic arm realigned...
OPS_Cailand says:
~~~MO: I apologize. I did not mean it in such a rude sense..... I am hesitant, because I have had someone attempt to realign my arm and end up ripping it from its attachments..... Please take no offense at my comment.~~~
EO_Chapu says:
:: finishes at the next station and goes to the center console ""
XO_Shras says:
:: sits in his chair a looks the last reports ::
CO_Eden says:
::Steps onto the bridge::  FCO: Ensign, set a course for the Yak'Me Cluster and engage at maximum warp.
CMO_Tunik says:
OPS: I am not currently occupied. ::motions towards the bio-bed:: Please take a seat. And... I hope you understand that Berlin is an impressive medical officer for her age.
TO_Usimov says:
::wondering what will be next for the Geneva::
CO_Eden says:
<AFCO> CO: Aye ma'am!  ::Sets the course and engages::
Host Adm_Crenshaw says:
ACTION: A FEW HOURS PASSES AS THE USS GENEVA WARPS TO THE LAST KNOW COORDINATES OF THE CARGO SHIPS.
CMO_Tunik says:
<MO Berlin> ~~~OPS: Understood.~~~
OPS_Cailand says:
::sits, boosting herself up with only one arm:: CMO: I do. I am hesitant only.... the reasons are not important.
TO_Usimov says:
::checks console for any sign of the missing ships::
EO_Chapu says:
Computer: Computer, run a level 3 diagnostic on all systems.
XO_Shras says:
CO: Yak'Me?
EO_Chapu says:
:: The computer beeps and starts ::
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Captain, pardon my asking, but isn't that near the Cardassian border?
CMO_Tunik says:
::analyzes the artificial limb with eyes... then medical tricorder:: OPS: Only a slight misalignment.
XO_Shras says:
CO: What are we looking for?
CO_Eden says:
::Hands Commander Shras a PADD:: XO: New orders.  Starfleet is having us investigate the disappearance of a couple of cargo ships.
CNS_Bauer says:
::On bridge standing at an empty station::
XO_Shras says:
:: takes the PADD and look at it ::
XO_Shras says:
Self: Hmmm...
TO_Usimov says:
::listens to what Captain is telling Commander Shras::
CMO_Tunik says:
::collects her arm with his hands and gently makes the required adjustment::
XO_Shras says:
TO/CSO: Keep your eyes opened for whatever got those ships...
OPS_Cailand says:
::tightens her jaw muscles in resistance to the...slight pain...but mostly pressure on her arm::
TO_Usimov says:
XO: Yes, sir...I am watching my console like a hawk.
CO_Eden says:
CSO: Yes it is Lieutenant.  All the more reason for science and tactical to watch the space out there.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Watching the status of the ship and its systems..... studying them.::
XO_Shras says:
TO/CSO: We are looking for two cargo ships, civilians. The SS Yukov and Minerva
CSO_Taal says:
CO/XO: Are we to assume a hostile party is involved?
EO_Chapu says:
:: rubs his eyes and looks around the room::
XO_Shras says:
CSO: Definitely, but also natural phenomenon
TO_Usimov says:
XO: No problem, sir, I am watching for them.  At the present time I do not see anything except space.
CSO_Taal says:
XO: I'm programming the sensors to look for the transponders of the missing ships.
CO_Eden says:
CSO: It's possible that there are still rouge Cardassians out there who still hold a grudge against Starfleet.  We need to keep our guard up, just in case.
TO_Usimov says:
XO: Sir, my long range scanners are telling me that there is some debris out there.
XO_Shras says:
TO: Are they on the planned route of the cargo?
CO_Eden says:
<AFCO> CO/XO: Sirs, dropping out of warp... now.  ::Slows to sub-light speeds::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Checking the status for different departments and running simple diagnostics.::
EO_Chapu says:
Self:  Hmm, I wonder where Comdr. Striker is?!?!?!?!?!?!
CEO_Stricker says:
::Is currently checking out the plasma injector tubes::
TO_Usimov says:
XO: It seems to have come from a ship; I just need to see if I can tell what sort of ship it was.
TO_Usimov says:
XO: Yes, they are on the route of the Cargo ships, but I am not sure that the debris comes from one of them.
CMO_Tunik says:
::finished with the adjustment:: OPS: I am... finished.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Listens to the voices of Captain Eden and Commander Shras::
EO_Chapu says:
:: Here’s the computer beep as it pulls up the report;  he turns his head and starts reading the report ::
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Perhaps if we were to transport a sample of the debris to engineering for further analysis.
XO_Shras says:
FCO: Warp there now...
CSO_Taal says:
CO: ...we could find more information on the missing ships.
CEO_Stricker says:
::Walks up to the EO:: EO: Sorry about my lateness, nothing excused this..... Now report please!
CO_Eden says:
<AFCO> XO: Aye, aye.  ::Engages warp engines::
Host Half_God says:
ACTION: THE SHIP MAKES A QUICK WARP JUMP TO A SMALL SYSTEM WITH 4 PLANETS, AN ASTEROID FIELD AND SOME METALLIC DEBRIS
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises her arm and opens and closes her hand a few times:: CMO: Thank you doctor.... ::notes a slight tingling sensation, but decides it will fade::
CO_Eden says:
CSO: Good idea.  Have the transporter chief beam a few smaller pieces into one of the labs.
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Captain, short range sensors are picking up traces of plasma and ionized gas. It leads from the asteroid to a planet.
TO_Usimov says:
XO: My short range sensors are telling me that there are traces of plasma and ion.
Host Bob_SM (Warp.wav)
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  Nothing much, sir.  I've just been reviewing all the systems, checking and double checking them to see if they are good and repaired, in which they are
CSO_Taal says:
*Chief*: Chief, prepare to beam a sample of debris to engineering for analysis.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Begins running some scans on the  metal debris sharing space with us now::
OPS_Cailand says:
::slides down off the biobed::
CMO_Tunik says:
::blinks at Raine:: OPS: If there is nothing further, I suggest you return to duty. There's something always happening on the bridge of a starship.
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: The plasma injectors are also ok. I just came from the panel and lost track of time. Let the word be known I'm going to discipline myself. But anyways, onto other matter. I need a small report of all the system that are repaired
CNS_Bauer says:
SELF: Plasma....Ion. Hmmm.
OPS_Cailand says:
::nods and presses her nail into her finger with her arm at her side:: CMO/MO: Yes, thank you.
CSO_Taal says:
<Chief> *CSO*: Acknowledged.
OPS_Cailand says:
::walks out of sickbay regally, heading back to the TL::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  I'll compile one in a couple of minutes, sir.
CSO_Taal says:
*CEO*: Commander, we're beaming a sample of metallic debris to engineering.
CO_Eden says:
CSO: Could that plasma be a trail from a ship?
CNS_Bauer says:
SELF: What else is here?
CSO_Taal says:
*CEO*: We'd like you're expertise.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Begins a more advanced scan::
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Yes, it could.
XO_Shras says:
CSO/TO: Do you think the ship were damaged and tried to reach the planet? Or else?
CMO_Tunik says:
::walks to Berlin:: MO: It was kind of you to switch shifts with Orik today. However, did he tell you why he needed to change shifts?
CMO_Tunik says:
<MO Berlin> CMO: He said only a Bolian would understand.
TO_Usimov says:
XO: That does look like the case at the present time; I need to get my long-range sensors honed in on it to see.
EO_Chapu says:
:: continues to read the report ::
CSO_Taal says:
CO: It could also have originated from other phenomena; however, the trail is too fine to be a random event.
CEO_Stricker says:
*CSO*: Go ahead! What is it that you need?
TO_Usimov says:
::works on long range sensors::
CSO_Taal says:
::transporter chief beams over a sample of the debris to engineering::
TO_Usimov says:
CSO: Did you receive that sample yet, sir?
CSO_Taal says:
*CEO*: Just the basics, composition, et cetera.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Remembers how to scan space to learn more about the area::
CNS_Bauer says:
::.....and does so::
OPS_Cailand says:
::arrives on the bridge moments later, slipping in and relieving Lashbrook and settling in immediately at her console::
CMO_Tunik says:
::blinks, remembering what happened the last time Born said that:: MO: Oh. ::looks around sickbay:: You have sickbay Ensign. I am going to check up on someone.
EO_Chapu says:
:: closes the report and starts compiling the information about the repairs ::
CEO_Stricker says:
*CEO*: If you are beaming a sample over Lieutenant would you like a background study or my supervision of the transport?
CMO_Tunik says:
::exits sickbay:: *CO*: Tunik to Captain Eden.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Sees Raine taking her station..... Seems like forever since I seen her last..... She looks good::
CO_Eden says:
*CMO*: Eden here, go ahead Doctor.
OPS_Cailand says:
::looks up and around until she meets the CNS' eyes, after feeling eyes on her.. She tilts her head in a regal greeting::
CSO_Taal says:
TO: I believe the chief beamed a sample to Commander Stricker.
TO_Usimov says:
CSO: Thank you sir, was just wondering if we could find anything out from it, since these sensors don't seem to be picking up much.
CSO_Taal says:
*CEO*: Commander, I believe any information about the debris would be helpful.
CO_Eden says:
::Transmits a short briefing to the senior staff to keep them informed::
CNS_Bauer says:
:: Is embarrassed to be caught looking at Raine.....quickly turns to console and check results of scan on space junk::
OPS_Cailand says:
::almost smirks...but quickly recovers::
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Would you excuse me please. ::walks into his office:: *CSO*: I'm currently studying the debris right now....
EO_Chapu says:
:: Slightly nods as he finishes the report ::
OPS_Cailand says:
~~~CNS: No need for embarrassment counselor... I was merely greeting you.~~~
XO_Shras says:
CSO: How far can you trace that ion trail you detected?
CSO_Taal says:
XO: Commander, the trail leads from an asteroid to one of the four planets.
CMO_Tunik says:
::enters turbolift:: *CO*: Is Counselor Bauer on the bridge?
XO_Shras says:
CO: Maybe they landed on the planet for repairs?
CNS_Bauer says:
~~~OPS: Oh..... Ok..... So.... I just looked to see if you were ok after your encounter with those things down there...... you were great.... I'm sorry I messed up.~~~
CEO_Stricker says:
*CSO*: ::Gets out his scanning tools:: There are many tiny pieces none over a foot long. It is composed of duranium and alloy from a common civilian human cargo ship.
OPS_Cailand says:
:;continues her work.....multi-tasking as usual::
CO_Eden says:
::Looks around and spots him at a console:: *CMO*: Yes he is.
TO_Usimov says:
::waiting to hear what is in the sample that Stricker received::
CSO_Taal says:
*CEO*: Acknowledged.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Hears his name and turns to see the Doctor::
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Captain, Commander Stricker has confirmed the debris originated from a civilian cargo ship.
CMO_Tunik says:
*CO*: Thank you Captain. I will be up within seconds.
OPS_Cailand says:
~~~CNS: My talent lies in languages, Counselor, and after I discovered the patterns to theirs, I merely.... improvised. It is not a fault of your own, but of the step of evolution we currently hold. They were far more advanced than any other we have previously encountered.~~~
CO_Eden says:
XO: With all the debris present do you think they could have had the power to land if they were even capable of landing in the first place?
CMO_Tunik says:
::Exits the turbolift, entering the bridge... and looks around for the CNS::
XO_Shras says:
CSO: Is there enough debris here to confirm destruction?
CO_Eden says:
CSO: What about evidence of weapons fire?
EO_Chapu says:
CEO :  :: finishes the report ::  Comdr. Stricker, I'm . . . :: looks around to not see him ::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Walks out of his office and up to the EO:: EO: I’m sorry I was studying a piece of debris. Anything happen while I was away?
CSO_Taal says:
XO: No, commander, there is no enough debris to compose a ship.
CNS_Bauer says:
<CNS_Bauer> ::Looks at console screen:: SELF: Duranium alloy. Hmmm. That's not good.
CMO_Tunik says:
::sees the CNS... and quickly approaches him::
Host XO_Shras says:
CO: At least they are not destroyed....
CSO_Taal says:
CO: It's possible they might have landed on the planet.
TO_Usimov says:
::taps fingers on console:: XO/CSO: This doesn't look too good for the cargo ships, does it?
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  :: turns around and bumps into the CEO ::  Oh, sorry, sir.  Nothing really, besides finishing the report of the repairs.
CMO_Tunik says:
CNS: Counselor. I believe we had an appointment. I am uncertain if you are/were aware of it. However, it still stands.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Sees Tunik charging at him and steps back:: CMO: What?
CO_Eden says:
CSO: Scan all four planets in the system for traces of the alloy and life-signs.
CNS_Bauer says:
CMO: An appointment? I don't think so. For what?
CMO_Tunik says:
CNS: I was hoping you could tell me. Captain Eden gave you the order to check in with me.
CEO_Stricker says:
::Nods:: EO: May I see the report please?
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Captain, to scan the planets for debris and life forms, the Geneva will have to be much closer to the planets.
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  Oh, sorry sir.  :: sticks the PADD out towards the CEO ::
CNS_Bauer says:
CMO: She did?  I haven’t a clue as to why?
CEO_Stricker says:
::Smiles:: EO: It's ok... it's ok... ::Takes the PADD and looks at it for a bit:: EO: Outstanding work! Anything else?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Gulps and finds it hard to swallow::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  That's all to report, sir.  Additional orders requested, sir.
TO_Usimov says:
::scans and sees the last two planets are solid ice::
CNS_Bauer says:
CMO: Why don't we ask her and find out.... you do the talking... k?
CO_Eden says:
CSO: Hmm... Then just scan this planet for now.
TO_Usimov says:
::scans only one planet that looks like there could possibly be life::
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Captain, this planet is scarcely populated.
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: My only order it to keep monitoring all systems and keep me informed if anything goes on... I'll be in my office... ::Walks away::
CO_Eden says:
CSO: No evidence of a downed cargo ship?
CSO_Taal says:
CO: However, I'm reading a number of ships concentrated in a small area.
CSO_Taal says:
CO: No evidence as of yet.
XO_Shras says:
:: looks in the computer for the system ::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  Aye sir. :: turns back around and monitors all the systems ::
XO_Shras says:
CO/CSO: This planet is in the database, not very much information, a small colony with a very small spaceport, no official Federation presence
CNS_Bauer says:
::Thinks how he would like to be someplace else just now..... Like at lunch..... Perhaps with Raine...... I'd like the chance to start over with her.... maybe we could figure some stuff out::
CEO_Stricker says:
*CSO*: Is there anything else you need Lieutenant? If you like I can beam it to a Science or keep it in storage?
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Perhaps their sensors might have picked up the cargo ship.
CMO_Tunik says:
::looks at the Captain... observing when she would next be free:: CNS: You, the Captain, and I should speak later. She is busy... and we should be as well.
CSO_Taal says:
*CEO*: If you are done your analysis, we should keep it in storage.
EO_Chapu says:
:: walks around and talks to everyone casually ::
TO_Usimov says:
::finds Zach standing on bridge and nods in his direction::
CO_Eden says:
OPS: Open a channel to the landing port.
CMO_Tunik says:
::nods:: CNS: I will... speak with you later Counselor. ::turns and heads towards turbolift::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Thinks - "Ever since she shoved me to the ground like gum on her shoe all I can think about is; WOW! What a woman::
CEO_Stricker says:
*CEO*: If you need me I'm going to stick this piece in storage and write out an inventory track sheet. Over and out! ::Leaves his office and walk up to the EO:: EO: I need you to put this debris in storage.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Gives Kat a hello nod::
CO_Eden says:
COM: Planet: This is Captain Alyson Eden of the Federation Starship Geneva.  May I ask who I am speaking to?
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  Sir, aye, sir.  Should I have it cataloged also?
TO_Usimov says:
::acknowledges Zach, then looks back at console::
Host Port_Authority says:
#COM: Geneva: This is port authority, what is your business here?
CMO_Tunik says:
::curious if the CNS even heard him... heads towards the back of the bridge... and takes out medical tricorder::
OPS_Cailand says:
::monitors the COM link, making sure to keep it stable::
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Go over to Crewman Benson. He is our inventory specialist. He'll get you the entire program. I already authorized you to go and store this.
CO_Eden says:
COM: Port_Authority: Two cargo ships went missing near this area.  We were wondering if you knew or heard anything about it.
TO_Usimov says:
::doesn't see any ships on console that look like the two that are missing.::
CNS_Bauer says:
CMO: Huh? Oh yes, busy.... we should be busy..... the Captain's busy.... I'm busy....and I'm sure you could be busy.... if you tried..... So what are you going to go away to do?
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  Aye sir.  :: grabs the debris and goes to Crewman Benson ::
Host Port_Authority says:
#COM: Geneva: Ha! Like I'm going to detect something with the kind of sensors I have here! This is not Starfleet; we do with what we have!
CO_Eden says:
COM: Port_Authority: Then we request to send a team to your base.  Perhaps some people there would know.
CMO_Tunik says:
::curious why the CNS chose now... when he's across the bridge... to say something::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Doesn't expect an answer hoping he won't stay long enough for a Vulcan answer::
Host Port_Authority says:
#COM: Geneva: Do as you want. It's not like I care!
CNS_Bauer says:
::Opens his eyes and looks around:: SELF: Phew! He's gone.
Host Port_Authority says:
#COM: Geneva: Just keep out of trouble!
CO_Eden says:
COM: Port_Authority: Very well.  Thank you for your cooperation.  Geneva out.
CEO_Stricker says:
::Stands over the main console in Engineering:: *CSO*: Lieutenant, the EO is now to store the debris. It was nice to work with you again. The object will be labeled, alpha-zeta 4.
Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=PAUSE MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
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